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Thus prayers protect this part of brain
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reduction in depression along with increase

matter and a seriousness of thoughts

in memory and proficiency. Thus, meditation

develops. Thus, it educates an individual to

and prayers can reduce or nullify negative
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„neutrality‟ in adverse situations. This is

processes of mind and body in diseases like

known as „Flow‟ in psychology. Thus,

Parkinson‟s- and Alzheimer‟s.

meditation, yoga and prayer nurture an
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It is noted in an another study that eight
weeks meditation induces some specific
brain circuit that is connected to an increase
in efficiency of Prefrontal and Orbital frontal
lobe , Anterior cingulate basal ganglia and
Thalamus.
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Activeness of cerebellum increases the
consciousness and stability of a person.
„Aasanas‟ (physical postures) and positions
performed during yoga are connected to
balance and stability of mind. It improves
the capacity of deep brain seated basal

This brain circuit directly controls inner
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mind,
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emotional system, anger and fear. A defect
or deterioration in this circuit brings in
depression, undue excitement, misconduct
or mental illness.
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Thus, practical study of nervous system has
proved that meditation increases visual
scanning, visual motor co-ordination and
visual spatial ability by 50% which is very
useful for the mental conditions in children
and elderly. Therefore, prayer and yoga are
considered to be a part of treatment today in

In addition, practicing daily meditation of 12

public and private hospitals in the western

minutes for an individual creates a positive

world. „Holistic healing‟ is considered to be a

effect on efficiency of his „Parietal Lobe‟ and

part of treatment instituted by a separate
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division for the mentally disturbed patients.
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The

psychoanalysis

of

Nuns and Buddhists has brought out a truth
that „self‟ is removed and universal solidarity
is gained through meditation. There is a
change in ones „vision‟ to any „earthly‟
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There is a serious need of implementing
such policies in our country.
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NeuroScience - 2006, it is shown that deep

mind healthy. This remedy is very useful

breathing

and

brought

a

considerable

improvement in students with excitement,
frustration, fearfulness or lack of selfconfidence.
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to

have
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modern
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materialism.
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considerably improved and progressed to
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more active state and full of confidence.
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Nobel laureate Aric Candil has also proved
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that development of brain cell never stops
but changes take place in the brain cells
according to the internal and external
conditions of a person. It develops axons of
the brain and better communicate between
one parts of the brain to the other parts.
Meditation changes biological and chemical
processes of brain and increases person‟s
skills. The process of chorale include three
aspects; breathing, sound and movement.
Conscious balanced control of these three
aspects

reduces

mental

stress,

blood

pressure and excitement. On the other
hand, an increase in concentration and
activity is seen through chanting. A positive,
powerful, and harmonious impact on heart
beats is fetched through it. The third aspect
of the process of chorale –continuous
movement of hands and fingers increase
brain concentration. Thus, meditation, yoga
and

chorale

increases

specific

consciousness, efficiency and health of
mental circuitry and keep our body and
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